
Online Appendix to

“Mortgage Risk and the Yield Curve”

This online appendix addresses two topics: First, we give some institutional background
on the MBS market and second, we study whether large players in the MBS market
care about interest rate risk. One standard approach usually taken in the literature (see
e.g., Acharya, Lochstoer, and Ramadorai (2013)) is to look at net positions of hedgers
in the futures market through data provided by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission. While there is data available for Treasury options and futures, it would
be farfetched to assume that this data really represents the hedging incentives of MBS
holders alone. Another way to pin down hedging activity is to directly look into the an-
nual filings of large players in the MBS market. According to the Financial Accounting
Standard (FAS) 133, any firm is required to publish the fair value of derivatives desig-
nated as hedging instrument. One of the largest holders of MBS are the government
sponsored enterprises such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. In the following, we hand
collect hedging demand of Fannie Mae from their 10K filings and relate this to our proxy
of MBS duration.∗

Mortgage Backed Securities

Mortgages, together with U.S. Treasuries and corporate bonds, constitute almost 70%
of the total outstanding U.S. bond market debt. Figure OA-1 plots the time series of
average daily trading volume in the U.S. debt market. While in the beginning of the
1990ies mortgage backed securities (MBS) only made a small fraction of overall trading,
nowadays MBS are the second largest asset class in the U.S. fixed income market.

Mortgage-related issuance increased from 500 USD billions in 1996 to 2000 USD
billions in 2012. The peak has been in 2003 when issuance has been at 3172 USD
billions. Since 2008 almost 100% of mortgage issuance has been through the three
major agencies, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae. Up until autumn 2008, the
major players in the MBS market were the two GSEs (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac),
financial institutions and foreign investors like central banks and sovereign wealth funds.
Since 2008, foreign buyers and sovereign wealth funds have greatly curtailed or ceased
their purchases of MBS due to the large mortgage purchases of the Federal Reserve.
Figure OA-2 summarizes the average holdings from 1996 to 2012.

As the U.S. residential mortgage market has grown tremendously over the past couple
of years, the Federal National Mortgage Association’s (Fannie Mae) portfolio has grown

∗Unfortuntaly, Freddie Mac’s 10K filings are not as detailed as the ones by Fannie Mae, therefore,
we cannot carry out a similar exercise for Freddie Mac.
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Figure OA-1. U.S. Bond Market Daily Average Trading Volume (USD bn)

This figure plots daily average trading volume in USD billions. Source: Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA).

in tandem. As of December 2012, Fannie Mae’s portfolio of mortgage assets is worth
approximately USD 633 billions of which USD 184 billions are MBS. In addition, Fannie
Mae issued USD 865 billions in MBS in all of 2012. Over the past couple of years, critics
of GSEs have argued that the GSEs’ retained portfolios of mortgages and mortgage
securities are so large and contain such high levels of risk from changes in interest rates
that they threaten the stability of the financial system. The large market concentration
and the associated hedging activity makes the market more vulnerable and is hence
a concern for policymakers (see e.g., Parkinson, Gibson, Mosser, Walter, and LaTorre
(2005)). A natural question is therefore, whether this hedging activity of a small group
of investors really has an impact on say duration and convexity of MBS. Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac together rank among the world’s largest buyers of interest rate derivatives.
They use these assets to either transform short-term debt into synthetic long-term debt
and thereby reduce a potential duration mismatch or to hedge the prepayment options on
their mortgage assets. The latter is implemented through a so called imperfect dynamic
hedging strategy in the interest rate derivatives market (see Jaffee (2003)).

In the following, we study the relation between Fannie Mae’s hedging demand and
average MBS duration. To this end, we construct a proxy of hedging demand from the
annual reports of Fannie Mae. To this end, we use data on hedging activity from Fannie
Mae’s 10-K SEC filings available through EDGAR. The EDGAR database contains
quarterly and annual reports in electronic form from 2000 onwards. We are particularly
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Figure OA-2. MBS Holders (USD mn)

This figure plots holdings of Agency- and GSE-Backed Securities in USD billions. Source:
Flow of Funds Tables Federal Reserve.

interested in the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FAS) 133 regulation which
requires firms to report the amount of hedging using derivatives at fair value. Both GSE’s
actively manage their interest rate risk through the use of derivatives. The 10-K filings
mention three sources of risk: (i) interest rate risk, (ii) liquidity risk, and (iii) spread
risk. The exposure to interest rate risk relates to the cash flow and/or market price
variability of their assets and liabilities attributable to movements in market interest
rates. Liquidity risk is the potential inability to meet funding obligations. And the
exposure to spread risk relates to the possibility that interest rates in different market
sectors, such as the mortgage and debt markets, will not move in tandem. While Fannie
Mae historically has actively managed the former two, they do not risk manage spread
risk. In their 2012 10-K filings, Fannie Mae stresses the role of duration and prepayment
risk:

Risk management derivative instruments are an integral part of our management of

interest rate risk. We supplement our issuance of debt securities with derivative instru-

ments to further reduce duration risk, which includes prepayment risk. We purchase

option-based risk management derivatives to economically hedge prepayment risk.

To get a grasp of how much Fannie Mae hedges, we manually collect data on their
hedging activity from the 10-K filings in the section “Interest Rate Risk Management
and Other Market Risks”. We define as hedging activity the total notional amount
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of derivatives used for risk management purposes, labeled as “Total risk management
derivatives”. The time series is plotted in Figure OA-3 together with the MBS duration
time series. Two things are noteworthy. First, there is a large negative correlation
between the two time series which is more than -50%.† Also, both time-series experience
two peaks namely during 2003 and 2008 when refinancing was large.
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Figure OA-3. Fannie Mae hedging volume and MBS duration

This figure plots derivatives hedging positions (in USD mn) from the 10-K SEC filings
of Fannie Mae together with MBS duration. Data is annual and runs from 2000 to 2010.

MBS duration and other funding factors

Le and Singleton (2013) demonstrate excellent forecasting power of proxies of funding
risk for bond excess returns beyond the information contained in yields. In particular,
the authors show that the realized jump mean constructed by Wright and Zhou (2009)
has substantial forecasting power for bond excess returns relative to yield PCs. Interest-
ingly, this jump amplitude factor is highly correlated with the funding liquidity proxy of
Fontaine and Garcia (2012). In the following, we ask whether the MBS duration factor
is subsumed by these proxies of funding risk. Our motivation is twofold: First, we note
the rather high (negative) correlation between MBS duration and realized jump mean
which is depicted in Figure OA-4. Secondly, similar to MBS duration, the mean jump
size exhibits low correlation with the yield PCs: The highest correlation is with the 4th

†The small number of data points is obviously too small to draw any statistical conclusions.
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PC which is 25%. Running a regression from the mean jump size onto the yield PCs
leads to an R2 of only 14%.

If the mean jump size and MBS duration are both unspanned factors and both are
possibly related to friction-like phenomena, then it is natural to ask how each of these
factors would perform in multivariate predictive regressions of bond excess returns. To
answer this question, we run monthly regressions from bond excess returns onto duration
and measures of funding risk like the jump amplitude factor, Jt and the funding liquidity
proxy of Fontaine and Garcia (2012), Ft. The results are reported in Panel A of Table
OA-1.
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Figure OA-4. MBS duration and jump amplitude

This figure plots MBS duration together with the jump amplitude measure of Wright
and Zhou (2009). Data is monthly from 1990 through 2012.

The economic and statistical significance of MBS duration is not affected if we add
either the funding liquidity or jump amplitude factor into the regression. Estimated co-
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efficients for duration are significant for all maturities and remain quantitatively similar
to the ones reported before.‡ In Panel B, we report adjusted R2 from regressing bond
excess returns onto the same factors but including the yield PCs. In line with the weekly
results in Table 5 of the main paper, the first two lines reveal that including duration
into the regression almost doubles the R2 for long maturities. While adding the funding
liquidity proxy does not alter the R2 much, including Jt does increase the R

2 by another
10%.

‡One could suspect that multicollinearity affects the results. To check this, we run the same regres-
sions, but use the residual from a contemporaneous regression from the jump amplitude onto duration.
The results do not change qualitatively with respect to those reported in Table OA-1.
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Table OA-1

Duration and other proxies of frictions

Panel A reports estimated coefficients from regressing bond excess returns onto duration,
funding liquidity, and a mean jump factor.

rxτ

t+1 = βτ

1durationt + βτ

2Ft + βτ

3JMt + ǫτ
t+1,

where Ft and JMt are funding liquidity and realized jump mean, respectively. Panel
B reports adjusted R2 from regression bond excess returns onto the first three PCs,
duration, funding liquidity, and the realized jump mean. All variables are standardized
to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Data is monthly and runs from 1990
through 2011.

Panel A: Bond Excess Returns

2y 3y 4y 5y 6y 7y 8y 9y 10y
duration 0.191 0.210 0.230 0.249 0.267 0.284 0.299 0.314 0.328

(2.20) (2.48) (2.78) (3.04) (3.26) (3.43) (3.57) (3.68) (3.79)
funding liquidity -0.121 -0.119 -0.111 -0.102 -0.093 -0.084 -0.075 -0.067 -0.059

(-1.32) (-1.34) (-1.30) (-1.22) (-1.11) (-0.98) (-0.85) (-0.73) (-0.63)
jump amplitude -0.485 -0.513 -0.524 -0.527 -0.523 -0.514 -0.500 -0.483 -0.464

(-3.33) (-4.05) (-4.78) (-5.45) (-5.93) (-6.12) (-6.05) (-5.78) (-5.42)
Adj. R2 33.57% 37.74% 39.99% 41.26% 41.71% 41.49% 40.77% 39.73% 38.55%

Panel B: Adj. R
2

PC1-3 18.30% 13.09% 11.44% 11.43% 12.24% 13.43% 14.70% 15.86% 16.81%
PC1-3+D 20.92% 18.34% 19.52% 22.30% 25.73% 29.24% 32.49% 35.29% 37.60%
PC1-3+D+F 22.92% 19.73% 20.26% 22.56% 25.66% 29.01% 32.23% 35.13% 37.61%
PC1-3+D+F+J 48.02% 44.73% 43.89% 44.42% 45.53% 46.78% 47.92% 48.83% 49.50%
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